Sacred Ground Collective
Crystal Broadcasting Project

And we are choosing for our world, the web of life and all that we love,
because we are Women and we are Assigned such AUTHORITY!
I stand with you to call together a world reflective of the truth of our Divine
Identity. A world in which our Magnificence is Known, Encouraged, Respected, and
Delighted in.
Thanks so much for adding your valuable Presence to this Collaborative!
Sharon Riegie Maynard

Introduction
The Crystal Broadcasting Collaborative is one aspect of the Shiddea Mission*.
The Three Aspects are:

Time Travel

Crystal Broadcasting

Guardian Circles

This e-manual is a visual synopsis of the Gathering Call for the Crystal
Broadcasters that was held on February 5, 2019. You have access to the video from that
call at this LINK
This Crystal Broadcasting Project is not designed to be an online community
with calls every week or every month. However, calls will be held periodically as a
way to strengthen this intentional community. An invitation will be sent to all
Broadcasters for each event.
We are doing our work in the collaborative network of Spirit. Within the Crystal
Broadcasting field, there is intelligence, creativity, protection, guidance,
empowerment, generosity, and all that we need to do this assignment very well!
I encourage you to be in communication with the Intelligence of this Bio-Field of
Mission. Learn from it, strengthen from it, laugh and be creative with it. The qualities
of this field are in total resonance with our Divine Nature of All that is of Good/Love/
Wholeness.
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We have our Aliveness within a very expansive field of energy, alive with all
possibilities.
Even though, when we are in physical body suits we discern a very small piece
of the field, we have the authority to decree changes into the entire field.

Home/ Source
All power, All Good, All
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The purpose of the Crystal Broadcasters is to impact the vibrational dimensions
of mass and personal consciousness within the multidimensional regions in which we
exist. We broadcast patterns through words, symbols, colors, and numbers from
which forms that bring benefit and good into the entire Web of Life can emerge. These
patterns will be based on Values decreed for ;all cultures by women at the Women’s
Grassroots Congress in March 2012.

Women Grassroot Congress Site
Each monthly focus will use one or more of the
Values set by the Founding Mothers.
When you go to their site, you will see the
powerful Declaration and Mission that they set
in 2012.

The Monthly Focus File
Each month I will send a pdf file with a
Galactic Glyph symbol and Reality Statements. You
will print out the glyphs and cut them apart.
Why more than words?
Words are most impactful on the slower vibrational
regions of our 3-D world.
A Galactic Glyph, the numerical formula, and the
colors translate the words of the Reality Statement
into language that impacts those Higher Vibrations, emotional, spiritual, and galactic.
Symbols, colors, and numbers are the language of the higher vibrational dimensions.
Reality Statement example: I live in a culture whose educational systems
encourage respect for all life, critical thinking, and creative problem solving.
Here is how to use the Reality Statement within the Reality Shift process if you
choose.
Reality Shift LINK
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Setting a Circle
You will be working with the Sacred Ground of Sovereignty. This field was
created in the late 1990's and have been energized with prayers, meditations, actions,
songs, etc. over the years. It is protected and guarded space for work that reflects the
Divinity within all life. Your circle can be large or small, in doors or out in nature, on a
alter, or in any place in your home or work place.
Gather "nature" stones. These are found in gardens, forests, and are not "gem
stones". They carry the full spectrum of vibrations rather an a single ray. Ask to be
lead to stones.
Have at least two cleared quartz crystals for broadcasting. They can be cleared
by rolling them around in your hands. As they clink together, vibrations they have
picked up are dropped off to restore them to their clear state.
Have the cut out monthly glyph.
Create your own ritual around the process. You are Magnificent and know more
than Enough!
Place these stones at the outer edge of the circle.
Place a glyph within the circle.
Place your crystals on the glyph. Use extras in as many places as you choose.
Periodically, clear the crystals by rolling them together. Certainly do this as you
change the glyphs each month.
Remember, all of nature; trees, water, mountains, etc., have been asked to pick up
the broadcasting and sent it out even farther.
Send a picture of your circle to me at: sriegie@yahoo.com to be added to our
website.
Sharon Riegie Maynard
Website: https://sacred-ground.weebly.com/crystal-broadcasters.html
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